A design database organizes the description of an artifact, by arranging it as a hierarchical composition of components across multiple representations. It is particularly difficult to manage this complex structure as it evolves over time. In this paper, we present a logical organization for describing designs across time. We also present an operational model, based on workspaces and transactions, that describes how these structures can be manipulated while controlling the sharing and integrity of the design database. These concepts are being implemented in a Version Server under development at
Introduction
VLSI design is becoming dominated by data management concerns. Correlating a design's physical implementation with its many representations used for simulation is one of the primary sources of complexity.
The design is implemented by a set of process masks, but its behavior and performance are verified with register transfer, logic, switch, and transistor level descriptions.
It is important to be able to find, across representations, equivalent descriptions of the same portion of the design. Maintaining these correlations is made even more difficult because they change over time.
The organization of the design is itself very complicated. First, it is viewed from several perspectives.z For example, the description of a processor as seen by the layout artist, circuit designer, and computer architect are all different, yet they must be correlated: the layout must correctly implement the circuit; the circuit must satisfy the functional specifications.
Second, designs are constructed hierarchically.
Hierarchy is generally accepted as the most effective method for reducing the complexity of a design, by making it more intelligible to designers and easier to process by design tools. However, it complicates the design description by introducing considerable additional structure. The design database must now describe how composite objects are built from components.
Finally, the entire description, across representations and within hierarchies, must be maintained across time. Individual portions of the design are superceded by newer versions. To maintain the design history, new versions do not overwrite the existing description.
At least some of these must be kept on-line, so design alternatives can be evaluated and reviewed.
In this paper, we describe a Version Server, providing version and configuration management functions for design teams. It (1) organizes the design into an archival hierarchical description across representations, (2) maintains versions of design portions, (3) sup ports workspaces, in which designers can make private and tentative changes, (4) permits these changes to be shared in a controlled way, and (5) implements the "careful" update of the archive (a new version of the design must be validated before it can be placed in the archive). The Version Server is independent of design domain: while imposing an organization on design components, it does not restrict their internal structure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we define some basic terms. Section 3 is a detailed description of the structural relationships among design data tbat are explicitly supported by the Version Server. In section 4, the workspace model and the mechanisms for sharing tentative design changes are described. We discuss the transaction model, in particular, the design validation mechanism, in section 5. Our status and conclusions are given in section 6.
Bule Terms
The Version Server maintains a database of design objecta and certain structural relationships among them. Objects are nothing more than logical aggregates of design information. ' The Version Server supports a small number of domain-independent structural relationships delined over design objects, while their internal representations are determined by design tools (see Figure 2 .1). This separation of repreaatation and s2ructuring decisions is crucial: it enables the Version Server to remain independent of design domain.
Consider a microprocessor design. One object within this description is the datapath layout object. Its internal structure could The Version Server knows about the objects and their structural interrelationships (highlighted in darker lines). However, each of these objects may have their own finer grain internal structure, which may be formed hierarchically as well. The fine grain object structure is not known to the Version Server, to keep it free of representation details.
'At present. design objects ue dJs-only.
However, this does not rule out SmxUt&-style psekrges of dztr md manipulation operations in future implemnt~ tions.
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Paper 3.1
Three Structural
Relatlonshlpr A design database must distinguish between represata+ional and atructurel details. By "representational", we mean the specilic choices of how to represent the details of the design, i.e., the descrip tion formats for layouts, schematics, logic gates, etc. They are determined by the design Itools. Structural considerations lead to the choice of relationships among objects. The Version Server manipulates the structure of the design, while design tools create and ananipulate its representational details.
The organizing principle behind the Version Server's data structures are three kinds of structural relationships: (1) version histories, (2) hierarchical compositions, and (3) equivalences. They impose an organization on the collection of objects that over time constitute the design.
The Vermlon Plane
The version plane organizes the many versions an object has over its lifetime into a version history. While it is natural to arrange versions into a linear sequence arranged by creation time, this is not flexible enough. Because an object may have many simultaneously valid versions, i.e., altematiues, the history is a tree. When a version is created by modifying an existing version, we call it a derivative of the original. Without some control mechanisms, version histories can branch widely.
We need to identify the preferred or default version from which new derivatives should be created. This is accomplished with a currency indicator: new derivatives can be created from prev'iously superceded versions, as long as they are descendants of the current version. Currency can be set explicitly to allow the design team to follow any desired system release policy. . In addition, it participates in structural relationships. For example, it is the composition of the ALU, register file, and shifter layout objects. There is also a relationship between it and its equivalent transistor description.
Equivalence relationships are represented as special objects in the design database (see Figure  2 .2).
We distinguish between a generic object, such as the "microprocessor datapath layout," and its particular instances over time, or veraions.
These vers.ions contain specific collections of layout primitives. They are full fledged type-specific, or representation, objects. They are directly created by design tools. Generic objects, on the other hand, are not created by any particular design tool, but by the Version Server as a focus for grouping versions.
In contrast to represerhtion objecttl, objects introduced into the design database to represent structural relationships are called structural objects. These include both generic and equivalence objects.
The SmaltTalk object/type mechanism has also been proposed for representing versions [BAT085b].
Generic objects become types, and instances/versions become objecta. In the SmallTalk model, objects can inherit part of their description from their associated type, e.g., a portion of the interface description that is common across versions. Inheritance is not explicitly supported by the Version Server; to do so would require it to interpret objects' internal formats. However, this capability can be provided by an application program that traverses the object/version data structure and interprets the internal structure of objects, distinguishing between "type" and "object" objects.
Representation and structural objects are either composite or primitive.
Primitive objects cannot be further decomposed into components (at least as far as the Version Server is concerned), while composite objects are composed of more primitive composite and primitive objects. Configurations are related to hierarchical compositions: they are synchronized collections of versions of hierarchically related objects.
Thus, a datapath version, incorporating specific versions of its ALU, Register File, and Shifter components, forms a configuration for thalt portion of the design. Versions of the root of the design hierarchy represent different configurations of the complete design. At the time of its creation, the object instance V[j] is composed from instances of the objects W and X, but which instances? We defer, until section 4.2, a discussion of how instances are bound to configurations.
The Equivalence Plane
A real world object is described by several objects in the design database: one for each of its representations, arranged on their own Equivalence objects are composites with versions and associated version histories (see Figure 3 .6). The semantic distinction among equivalences and configurations can be exploited to good advantage in assigning design objects to disk. Design object clustering can be based on configuration (an object and its components of the same %uiv&nces cbn also be defined over objects of the s~mc represent&m. representation stored uear each other on disk), although clustering by equivalence may be desired for certain applications (an object and its equivalents in dillereut representations stored near each other on disk).
Equivalence objects represent constraints on the database. They must be validated, i.e., shown to be in force, before the database can be conaiste:%tt (see section 5.2). Consider what happens when a new derivative is first created. Since the database starts out being consistent, we assume that all existing equivalence constraints are already in force. The new version will inherit the equivalence relationships of its parenIt in the version history. The Version Server automatically introduces new equivalence objects to represent these. During design, these new equivalences must be validated to show that the database is still consistent. The designer can add new constr a ints or override inherited oues at his option.
Additional constr&nts appear as new equivalence objects, while equivalence objects as$ociated with overriden constraints are deleted.
Workapace Modoh Controlled Evolution of the Dcrlgn Databue
In the previous section, we described bow to organize design objects. In this section, we describe the Version Server operasions that allow the design team to make changes to their data in a controlled way. The project database is viewed as an archive of design objects. It can be read by any member of the design team. However, new versions are added without overwriting existing objects. The Version Server allows designers to create workspaces, and provides check-out/check-in operations for moving copies of objects between workspaces. There is usually one Archive Space per design project. In addition, there can be any number of design libraries.
Private Workspacea are created for individual users by the Version Server, and are accessible only by that user. Objects are brought into private workspaces from an associated archive space (or semi-public workspace, see below) through Version Server check-out (see Figure 4 .la).
When an instance is returned from a private workspace as a new validated version, it is added as a derivative of the originally checked-out instance (see Figure 4 .1~). Configuration and equivalence relationships are implicitly inherited at check-out time. New configuration and equivalence relationships can be created in the workspace, but these must be validated by check-in time to be recorded in the Archive Space.
Since it is only possible to place validated objects in the Archive Space, Semi-public workspaces provide a mechanism through which designers can share incomplete or partially verified objects. A designer can selectively check-in an object into a semi-public workspace (see Figure 4 .lb). Other designers, with access rights to this workspace, can either read these objects or check them out if they wish to make further changes. Semi-public workspaces are associated with design transactions (see section 5).
Dynamic
Conflguratlons Blndlng
A version of a composite object is formed from versions of its components. Instances can be bound at the time the composite is created, or can be left unspecified until the object is accessed. The latter approach, dynamic binding, is most useful during the exploratory phases of design, when alternative new versions are being evaluated.
Once a new version is committed to the archive, its conEgurations must be bound to specific versions.
Layers [GOLD811 support dynamic configuration binding. The Version Server provides operations to partition the database into lagers that correlate versions among related objects. The initial layer contains the original versions, the second layer contains newly added objects and new versions of existing objects, etc. A composite object identifies its components by referencing their associated generic objects. At least conceptually, the binding to actual versions takes place by searching through the design layers for the first encountered version of the desired object.'
The power of layering is that the designer determines which versions will be bound simply by apecijying the layer search order. This choice of ordering is an environment.
The Version Server allows layers to span any kind of workspace accessible to the defining user, and supports the grouping of layers into environments.
There can be many user-defined environments for each database. All object accesses are evaluated with respect to a specified (perhaps default) environment.
As an example, consider the creation of layers as shown in Figure 4. 2. By creating environments from digerent sequences of layers, different instances of the ALU and the Register File can be bound. If the environment is formed from layers 0, 1, 2, and 3, then the ALU is bound to instance 2 and the Register File is bound to instance 2. If the environment is formed from layers 0, 1, and 2, then the instances hound are 2 and 1 respectively.
If the layers are sequenced as 0 followed by 1, then the ALU instance is 1 and the Register File instance is also 1. Vhia search can be implemented efficiently as an index structure mapping unique object identifiers into object versions, taking account of the specified order of the layers (e.g., see fKATZB4aJ).
LAYER0 Figure 4.2 -Layers and Environments Example
The Version Histories are partitioned into layers as shown. Layers cao be shuffled to make sane versions dominate others. For example, if layer 1 dominates layer 2, then a reference ta the ALU will be bound to ALUll] rather than the newer ALU[2].
Tranmctlonm
Implicit in the Workspace Model are the permitted kinds of sharing: all design team members have access to the Archive Space; only an individual designer can access his private workspaces; semipublic workspaces allow limited sharing among designers. Transactions constrain how objects can be moved among workspaces. For example, only a fully validated object can be placed into the Archive Space. Check-out/check-in operations and semi-public workspaces are associated with particular design transactions.
Nemted Subtrsnraction Model
A transaction is a packaged sequence of actions that map a state of the database into a new consistent state. A design transaction, associated with a single designer, corresponds to the sequence of design object check-outs, tool invocations, and object check-ins that together lead to the creation of new versions of design objects. It is well known that conventional database transactions do not model design database interactions (see [KATZ831) .
Nested aubtranaactiona [KIM 84, KATZ84b ] provide a better model by allowing partially completed versions to be shared among a group of designers. A project manager can create a master transaction to cover objects potentially shared by his design group. Individual designers may check-out their objects directly, circumventing the master, or may attach to its semi-public workspace, thus becoming a subtransaction.
In the former, any derivatives they create cannot be shared until they are validated (see next subsection). Otherwise, derivatives can be checked-in to the master's semi-public workspace without verification, and can then be checked-out by other subtransactions.
By joining a master transaction, the designer agrees to accept objects that may not have been fully validated.
Validation
The Validation Subsystem assists designers track portions of the design that must be revalidated after a change. It logs designer activity, either automatically, such as during check-out actions, or with their assistance, for example, to record the success or failure of a simulation run. Most design constraints are validated througb suc-cessful exeeution of simulation tools, but some constraints can only be validated through a complex sequence of validation programs. These constraints ate described by validation scripts that ate matched against the actual log of design events.
Equivalence constraints ate the most complex to validate. For example, verifying that a layout and transistor object. are equivalent requites the invocatiou of a circuit extractor and a schematic eompatison tool. These tools must be applied to the appropriate versions of the objects being returned to the archive. The equivalence object associated with the constraint may need to identify the input test data set under which the objects are to be compared for equivalence, as well as any "technology" parameters that must be provided to the programs that perform the comparisons.
We bave implemented a simple Validation Subsystem in PRO-LOG.
Tbe PROLOG system is used as an elaborate pattern matcher, in which the validation scripts, specified as PROLOG rules, are matched against the event log, stored as time-stamped PROLOG facts, to l'ptove" that the constraint is in force lot the returned objects (see Figure 5 .1).
We are investigating how to use PROLOG to infer unvalidated equivalence relationships from those that have been validated. Sup pose that A and B ate equivalent. A designer checks-out A to create a new version A'. By inheritance, A' must be shown to be equivalent to B before it can be checked back into the Archive. The designer can augment tbe database with a new equivalence relationship among A and A'. If this constraint is shown to be valid, tben the original constraint is satisfied by transitivity:
A is equivalent to B and A' is equivalent to A implies that A' is equivalent to B.
Implements&on Statur and Concluriom
We ate implementing the Version Server system described above in a network environment of Digital Equipment Corporation VAX-11 computers and SUN Microsystems workstations. comparator (transistor-3, transistor-l, succeed). comparator (transistor-3, transistor-2, fail). The facts indicate which tool events are associated with which versions (lower case parameters), and whether the invocation succeeded or failed. To check that layout1 and transistor-3 are equivalent, the rule is matched against the facts, and Prolog's inference mechanism can deduce that the rule is satisfied for the specified objects.
vaahell/vadone
Enter/leave the Vetsion Server command interpreter. define-layer <layer-name> <object-name> define-environment <environment-name> <layer-nanne> make-known/make-unknown <semi-public-name> <user-name> Place objects in layers. Place layers in environments. Make environments available to other designers.
register/semi-register <workspace-name> Attach current transaction to a new Archive or Semi-public Workspace. In tbe latter case, the transaction becomes a subtransaction.
set-currency <object-name> <veraionID> store-version/restore-version <object-name> Set current version of version history. Atcbive or restore versions older than tbe current version. .2 BSD UNIX. The object system is built directly OP top of UNIX files, but we hope to be able to make use of an Object Data Manager being developed by Professor Richard Newton and his students when it becomes available.
A Version Server shell has been developed to automatically map generic object names into their appropriate versions, given an environment specification. We ate experimenting with bow layers/environments and workspaces can be used by design teams to mote efIectively share their data. We ate also considering bow to build a graphical browsing capability on top of the design database.
Our work focuses on the importance of separating structural considerations (i.e., the organization of tbe design database into versions, configurations, and equivalences), from representation details (i.e., how to store layout geometries). The Version Server provides an "arms-length" database capability -the applications and the Version Server ate not closely coupled. Integrating design applications and databases, perhaps at the level of in-memory database sttuctutes, will requite further work. 
